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Timely Diagnosis of Acute Kidney Injury
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Excretion to Production Ratio, E/eG –
Creatinine Can Be Useful!
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Abstract
Post transplant repeated measurements of urine volume
and serum creatinine (sCr) are used to assess kidney function. Under non-steady state conditions, repeated measurement of sCr allows calculation of the kinetic estimated GFR
(KeGFR). Additional measurement of urinary creatinine allows the calculation of the creatinine excretion to (estimated) production ratio (E/eG). We hypothesized that posttransplant KeGFR and E/eG would predict delayed graft
function (DGF), as early as 4 h and outperform a validated
clinical model at 12 h. This was a retrospective analysis of
prospectively acquired data in a study of 56 recipients of deceased-donor kidney transplant. We assessed predictive
performance with the area under the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUC) and the added value to a clinical model with integrated discrimination improvement analysis. At
4 h, the AUC for E/eG was 0.87 (95% CI 0.77–0.96) and for
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KeGFR 0.69 (95% CI 0.56–0.83). Both E/eG and KeGFR improved the risk prediction of a clinical model for DGF by 32
and 18%, and for non-DGF by 17 and 10%, respectively.
While E/eG had better predictive performance of DGF than
KeGFR, KeGFR might also facilitate perioperative management including drug dosing after kidney transplantation. Together these measurements may facilitate the possibility of
conducting trials of early intervention to ameliorate the adverse effects of ischaemia-reperfusion injury on long-term
DGF.
© 2016 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Approximately 20–30% of deceased donor kidneys
and half the kidneys donated after cardiac death develop
delayed graft function (DGF) [1]. DGF is usually defined
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Methods
This was a retrospective analysis of prospectively acquired data
from deceased-donor kidney transplant recipients from a single
centre [1]. All patients received a uniform protocol of immunosuppression with corticosteroids, basiliximab, and mycophenolate
sodium, and tacrolimus or cyclosporine at the treating physician’s
discretion. Urine volume was measured hourly. sCr and uCr were
measured immediately post transplant and at 4, 8, and 12 h.

AKI and Creatinine Excretion

The KeGFR was calculated from the change in consecutive values of sCr, and the estimated creatinine production rate and volume of distribution (Vd) to estimate GFR was calculated according
to the formula derived by Chen [4]:

Accounting for: baseline sCr (BsCr); the corresponding unadjusted eGFR (eGFR, determined by the CKD-EPI formula); the
mean of 2 consecutive values of sCr (mean sCr e.g. at 4 and 8 h);
the difference between each 2 values (ΔsCr); the time interval between samples (Δt hours), and the estimated increase in sCr in
1 day when GFR is zero (maxΔsCr/day). Further details of the derivation of the formula can be found in Chen [4] and Pianta et al.
[1]. For KeGFR, the first term represents the daily creatinine production divided by the mean sCr concentration, which is therefore
equal to GFR when production equals excretion; the second term
is a correction factor accounting for the change in sCr between 2
samples, the time over which change occurs, and the maximum
increase in biomarker concentration in the allocated time, which
can be measured or a historical approximation can be used, for
example, 1.5 mg/dl (133 μmol/l) in 24 h [4]. When sCr increases at
its predicted maximal rate over any period of time, the subtracted
term equals 1, and the KeGFR is zero. When sCr is in a steady state,
ΔBc is zero, the subtracted term equals zero, and KeGFR simply
equals eGFR. When sCr decreases, ΔBc and thus the subtracted
term is a negative number. The subtraction of a negative value
from 1 produces a factor >1 and the KeGFR exceeds the arithmetic
mean of eGFR produced by the first half of the equation. A very
rapid fall in sCr produces a very high value of KeGFR. One way to
view the KeGFR is as an estimate of GFR at the arithmetic midpoint between 2 sCr values [1].
The creatinine excretion to production ratio, E/eG, was calculated at 4, 8, and 12 h, using the previous 4 h of creatinine excretion.
Excretion (E) is simply urinary creatinine concentration multiplied by urinary volume divided by collection time. eG was estimated according to the formula of Bjornsson [7] as previously [6]:
eG = (A – B*age (years))*weight (kg)/24, where for males A = 27
and B = 0.173, and for females A = 25, B = 0.175. In steady state
conditions, excretion equals production and the ratio is 1. A value
<1 indicates sub-optimal kidney function. We hypothesised that
patients with DGF would have E/eG much <1 and lower than that
of patients without DGF.
The reference clinical model was derived from 20 parameters
related to the recipient (9 parameters, e.g. age, sex), donor (8 parameters, e.g. age, terminal sCr), and transplantation (3 parameters e.g. cold ischaemia time) as previously described [5] and subsequently validated [8]. A logistic regression analysis calculated the
probability of DGF for each patient.
DGF was defined as the requirement for dialysis within 1 week
after transplantation.
Statistical Analysis
The predictive performance of KeGFR, E/eG and the clinical
model was assessed by the receiver operator characteristic analysis
to determine the area under the curve (AUC). The added value of
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as a requirement for dialysis within 1 week after transplantation. In addition to requiring dialysis, DGF is associated with increased rates of rejection and graft loss,
inferior GFR and longer hospital stays. Early identification of patients with DGF is particularly important for
timely modification of immunosuppression (especially
calcineurin inhibitors) and potentially toxic drugs including valgan- (or vala-) ciclovir and or co-trimoxazole
used for the prevention of Cytomegalovirus and Pneumocystis jirovecii infection respectively after transplantation.
There are substantial problems associated with the use
of serum creatinine (sCr) in the diagnosis of acute kidney
injury (AKI) and in the recognition of renal functional recovery. These include a long half-life, which delays accurate estimation of GFR after change and delays diagnosis
[2, 3]. The usefulness of creatinine would be enhanced if
one could shorten the time frame to detect change in renal
function under non-steady state conditions. Intuitively,
examining the velocity of change of sCr in the early hours
following transplant might predict the subsequent need
for dialysis. This is the basis of kinetic eGFR (KeGFR) [4].
It has been established that KeGFR predicts DGF and improved on existing risk prediction models (e.g. [5]). The
KeGFR formula is potentially adaptable to other filtration
biomarkers including plasma cystatin C [1]. Also intuitive
is the suggestion that if the rate of excretion (E) is less than
the rate of production (estimated generation, eG) of creatinine, then the ratio (E/eG) would be a near ‘real-time’
marker of kidney performance [6] relative to steady state
performance, and therefore a predictor of DGF.
This analysis compares KeGFR with E/eG and illustrates their use under non-steady state conditions in a situation where some degree of AKI is inevitable, namely,
kidney transplantation. We present here the main findings from a recent retrospective application of the KeGFR
formula in deceased-donor kidney transplant recipients
[1]. This includes an analysis of whether KeGFR adds value to a validated clinical risk prediction model [5]. In a
new analysis, we compare the prognostic performance of
KeGFR with that of E/eG.

Table 1. Prediction of DGF in recipients of kidneys from deceased kidney donors

Time

4 h (n = 56)
8 h (n = 52)
12 h (n = 52)

AUC (95% CI)

p value

sCr

unadjusted eGFR

KeGFR

E/eG

clinical model

0.56 (0.41–0.72)
0.61 (0.45–0.77)
0.68 (0.53–0.84)

0.50 (0.34–0.65)
0.52 (0.35–0.68)
0.67 (0.51–0.82)

0.72 (0.58–0.86)
0.68 (0.52–0.83)
0.68 (0.52–0.83)

0.69 (0.56–0.83)
0.78 (0.64–0.93)
0.83 (0.69–0.96)

0.87 (0.77–0.96)
0.89 (0.80–0.98)
0.94 (0.87–1.00)

0.01
0.20
0.10

AUC and 95% CIs for prediction of delayed sCr, unadjusted eGFR, KeGFR, the creatinine excretion to production ratio (E/eG), and
the clinical model based on donor and recipient factors. p values compare the AUCs of E/eG with KeGFR.

Results

Fifty-six patients were recruited, of whom 22 (39%)
patients developed DGF (for patient characteristics, see
[1]).
At 4 h post transplant, KeGFR predicted DGF with
an AUC of 0.69 (95% CI 0.56–0.83) similar to the AUC
for the clinical model, 0.72 (95% CI 0.58–0.86; table 1).
At 4 h, E/eG was <1 for all patients indicating that creatinine excretion had yet to equilibrate with production.
However, E/eG was lower in patients with DGF than nonDGF and the AUC was good, 0.87 (95% CI 0.77–0.96),
and greater than that of KeGFR (p = 0.01).
The AUCs for both KeGFR and E/eG increased at latter time points, and were greater for E/eG at each time
point (table 1).
The addition of KeGFR to the clinical model improved risk prediction of those both with DGF (IDIDGF = 0.18 (95% CI 0.04–0.35)) and those without DGF
(IDI-non-DGF = 0.10 (95% CI 0.03–0.21)) at 12 h. A risk
assessment plot (fig. 1b), illustrates that KeGFR increased risk for those with DGF for whom the calculated
risk of the clinical model was >0.3, and decreased risk
for those without DGF for whom the calculated risk was
<0.5.
The addition of E/eG to the clinical model better improved risk prediction of those both with DGF (IDI314
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DGF = 0.32 (95% CI 0.17–0.51)) and those without DGF
(IDI-non-DGF = 0.17 (95% CI 0.07–0.30)) at 12 h
(fig. 1c).

Discussion

An estimation of GFR under non-steady state
conditions by the KeGFR formula predicted DGF within
4 h of kidney transplantation. The AUC was modest suggesting limited utility. However, the AUC was greater at
later time points, which could still be considered early
post transplant. Furthermore, KeGFR independently enhanced the clinical model for DGF prediction at 4, 8, and
12 h after transplantation. By contrast, neither sCr concentrations nor unadjusted eGFR improved the prediction of DGF. This was as expected since these measures
account for neither preoperative variability due to dialysis, nor the non-steady state after transplantation.
The creatinine excretion to estimated production ratio
E/eG was a better predictor of DGF within 4 h of transplantation with a good AUC, which suggests likely clinical utility. As for KeGFR, the AUC improved at later time
points and the ratio added value to a clinical model by
increasing the mean calculated risk of those with DGF by
32% and decreasing the mean calculated risk of those who
did not have DGF by 17%.
While both KeGFR and E/eG reflect the state of the
kidney over a few hours of urine collection (E/eG) and
between plasma creatinine measurements (KeGFR),
only KeGFR is likely to be useful to help adjust medication dosages. E/eG estimates the extent to which excretion matches production, and KeGFR estimates
GFR.
This is the first analysis of KeGFR or E/eG in transplant patients. KeGFR has compared favorably to novel
kidney damage biomarkers for prediction of short-term
Endre/Pianta/Pickering
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the KeGFR and E/eG to the validated clinical model was assessed
by the integrated discrimination improvement (IDI) [9] and risk
assessment plots [10]. The IDI is presented separately for those
with DGF (IDI-DGF) and represents the increase in mean risk
over the clinical model; and for patients without DGF (IDI-nonDGF) it represents the mean decrease in risk from the clinical
model in patients without DGF. Analysis was with the Matlab version R2013b (Mathworks, Natick, Mass., USA) and R version 3.2.2
(http://www.R-project.org/).
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Fig. 1. The added value of KeGFR and E/eG at 12 h post-transplant.
a KeGFR and E/eG at 12 h for patients with DGF (red) and nonDGF (black). b Clinical model enhancement by KeGFR at 12 h

(adapted from [1]). The risk assessment plot shows the base clinical model (dotted lines) and the model after addition of KeGFR
(solid lines). Red lines are sensitivity vs. the calculated risk for patients who developed DGF. Black lines represent 1 – specificity vs.
the calculated risk for those who did not have DGF. Improved risk
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assessment is demonstrated by movement of the red curve to the
top-right corner and black curve to the bottom left corner after addition of the KeGFR to the clinical model, that is, separation of
curves. The value of the IDI is shown by the area between the respective solid and dotted lines (for discussion of risk assessment
plots, see [10]. c Clinical model enhancement by E/eG at 12 h. The
risk assessment plot shows the base clinical model (dotted lines)
and the model after addition of E/eG (solid lines).

recovery from AKI and major adverse kidney events intensive care patients [11]. E/eG predicted AKI and identified recovered AKI patients in ICU patients [6].
While applying E/eG may also facilitate the early prediction of DGF, unlike KeGFR, its expression is in unfamiliar units, and is therefore not intuitive to clinicians
already familiar with eGFR. Further research may establish a clinically applicable threshold. For example, in this
dataset at 4 h, a threshold E/eG of 0.15 had 95% sensitivity and 70% specificity. Furthermore, KeGFR may facilitate improved postoperative drug dosing. Therefore, although E/eG outperformed KeGFR, we recommend
measuring both.
Whether applied after transplantation, or to evaluate
AKI and its recovery, evaluation of KeGFR or E/eG each
requires repeated measurement of functional biomarkers, with careful documentation of the time of sample collection.
The data presented here are based on retrospective
analysis and a small single-centre study and requires validation in a much larger cohort. Further methodological
limitations in each method include the assumptions of
single-compartment kinetics, and no change in creatinine production or Vd due to plasma volume expansion
[1]. Neither technique addresses whether improved GFR
or creatinine excretion in those without DGF represents

the recovery of baseline donor function or recruitment of
renal reserve.
This study illustrates the principle that sCr measurements, which can be obtained at modest cost, remain useful to guide clinical trials of early management in some
types of AKI if performed frequently enough and used in
a manner that accounts for the non-steady state. The predictive value of clinical risk prediction models can be improved by adding a KeGFR derived from repeated creatinine measurement or the E/eG ratio derived from the
urine output and urine creatinine measurement within
4 h of transplantation.

AKI and Creatinine Excretion
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Erratum

In the article by Endre et al., entitled ‘Timely diagnosis of acute kidney injury using kinetic eGFR and the creatinine excretion to production ratio, E/eG – Creatinine can be
useful!’ [Nephron 2016;132:312–316, DOI: 10.1159/000444456], table 1 has a serious mistake. The AUCs are not in agreement with those mentioned in the Results section. The
values of E/eG appeared as those of the clinical model and the values of KeGFR appeared
as those of E/eG. The correct table should be as follows:
Table 1. Prediction of DGF in recipients of kidneys from deceased kidney donors

Time

4 h (n = 56)
8 h (n = 52)
12 h (n = 52)

AUC (95% CI)

p value

sCr

eGFR

clinical model

KeGFR

E/eG

0.56 (0.41–0.72)
0.61 (0.45–0.77)
0.68 (0.53–0.84)

0.50 (0.34–0.65)
0.52 (0.35–0.68)
0.67 (0.51–0.82)

0.72 (0.58–0.86)
0.68 (0.52–0.83)
0.68 (0.52–0.83)

0.69 (0.56–0.83)
0.78 (0.64–0.93)
0.83 (0.69–0.96)

0.87 (0.77–0.96)
0.89 (0.80–0.98)
0.94 (0.87–1.00)

0.01
0.20
0.10
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AUCs (with 95% CI) for prediction of delayed graft function using sCr, unadjusted eGFR, the clinical model based on donor and
recipient factors, KeGFR, and the creatinine excretion to production ratio (E/eG). p values compare the AUCs of E/eG with KeGFR.

